Website Design Introduction
Assignment 4: <div> tag Page Layout

Create 1 web page (980px width) and style it using internal CSS rules to match
the following instructions and the storyboard:
1. Subject: choose a food recipe that you like. You may get the recipe from
another source. Provide credits in the credit line.
2. Recipe Title: use a large font or ideally create a simple logo in Photoshop to
mention the name of the recipe.
3. Left Column: include Preparation Time, a bullet list for Ingredient and a
table for Nutrition fact then style with CSS.
4. Right Column: Instructions include an image (align to the left so that text
wraps around it). Include heading and paragraphs and style them.
5. Spend some time on typography and color choices and do your best to style
this web page as nice as you can.
6. Style every single element on the page
7. Incorporate one Google font in your CSS styles
NOTE:




Include requires margins and padding for <div> boxes
You may use any dimension for your div boxes as long as they fit in the
page size required (980px width).
Include an external link to the website you get the recipe from in the credit
line.

Upload the pages to Langara server and email the link to your instructor.

Please see the storyboard in the next page >>>>
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Instructor: Andy Helmi
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Recipe Title Comes Here
You may include a short explanation here.

Preparation time:
Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•

Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5

Nutrition:

Instructions:
Lorem Ipsum is
simply dummy text of
the printing and
typesetting industry.
Lorem Ipsum has
been the industry's
standard dummy text
ever since the 1500s,
when an unknown printer took a galley of type and
scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has
survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into
electronic typesetting, remaining essentially
unchanged. It was popularised in the 1960s with the
release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum
passages, and more recently with desktop publishing
software like Aldus PageMaker including versions of
Lorem Ipsum.
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing
and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the
industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s,
when an unknown printer took a galley of type and
scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has
survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into

Credit line: recipe by ....

